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Implementing an Altruistic Sperm Donation Program in Canada

Eric Blyth, PhD
Department of Social Work, University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, UK

Recent publications on sperm donor recruitment in Canada have highlighted problems for donor sperm services resulting from legislative prohibitions regarding the commercialization of gamete procurement; consequently, there has been heavy reliance on sperm supplies from a small number of foreign sperm banks that meet Health Canada’s stringent blood products and tissue screening regulations.1–4 Concerns about the viability of donor sperm services have been heightened in the wake of a case in the Supreme Court of British Columbia in which a donor-conceived adult has challenged the protection of donor anonymity, afforded not only by past “accepted practice,” but also, since 2004, by the federal Assisted Human Reproduction Act.5

In the most recent discussions,4,5 explicit reference has been made to sperm donor recruitment in the United Kingdom and, in particular, to assertions that since the lifting of donor anonymity in 2005, donor recruitment has plummeted. Any parallel between the United Kingdom and Canada is far from exact and, therefore, any comparison must be made with caution. However, if comparisons are to be made, it is essential these rest on the most sound knowledge available.

Following regulation of assisted reproductive technology in the United Kingdom in 1990, gamete donation was premised on a model that permitted modest remuneration of sperm donors (£15, or approximately $23) but—with the specific exception of egg sharing6—relied on altruistic oocyte donation. Since implementation of the European Tissue and Cells Directive,7 which applies to donation of all—not only reproductive—human tissues and cells throughout the European Union, gamete donation in the United Kingdom has essentially been “voluntary and unpaid,” and advertising the need for, or availability of, human tissue for “financial gain or comparable advantage” has been restricted or prohibited (as in Canada).7 However, the Directive permits donors to “receive compensation, which is strictly limited to making good the expenses and inconveniences related to the donation”7 and grants European Union member states discretion to “define the conditions under which compensation may be granted.” The United Kingdom’s statutory regulatory body, the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA), permits reimbursement to gamete donors of all out-of-pocket expenses demonstrably connected with the donation and incurred within the United Kingdom only (so as not to encourage donors to seek compensation for commuting to the United Kingdom from overseas). It also permits compensation for loss of earnings. This is set at a daily maximum commensurate with jury service (currently £61.28, or approximately $100), with an overall limit of £250 (approximately $400) for “each course of sperm or egg donation.”8 However, unlike some other states, the United Kingdom does not authorize compensation to donors for any “inconveniences” associated with donation. Concern with donor recruitment in the United Kingdom has largely focused on the impact of the removal of donor anonymity rather than on donor remuneration, although there is some suggestion that the current compensation limits act as a disincentive by leaving some donors out of pocket,8 rather than making donation “cost neutral,” as intended. The HFEA is currently reviewing its policy on all.
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aspects of gamete and embryo donation.\textsuperscript{8} Incontrovertibly, although there was a decrease in sperm donor recruitment immediately before the change in United Kingdom law (as measured by donor registrations recorded by the HFEA), this has subsequently been reversed. Sperm donor recruitment is on the increase, and new donor registrations for 2008 (the most recent year for which data are available) are at levels last seen more than a decade ago.\textsuperscript{9} In addition to HFEA data, some United Kingdom clinics are reporting successes in recruiting donors who are both altruistic and identifiable to any offspring.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Canada has not been spared criticism for the interminable delay between publication of the report of its Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies\textsuperscript{12} and the implementation of truly effective federal legislation and regulation—a delay compounded by the Quebec government’s challenge to the constitutional validity of the Assisted Human Reproduction Act on the grounds that specific provisions violate areas of provincial legislative authority. In December 2010, the Supreme Court of Canada gave its ruling in this case. Although it found in favour of the Government of Quebec in some areas, the Court confirmed that payment of gamete donors remains a legitimate federal responsibility.\textsuperscript{13} However, there is a case for making a virtue out of necessity. Consideration of the European model for donor compensation and its implementation in specific jurisdictions might well provide valuable lessons about running an altruistic gamete donation service in Canada without stepping on to the ethically thin ice of whether governments (or regulatory bodies) should actively promote, or simply regulate, gamete donation. The case for considering the European model is likely to become even greater should the challenge to donor anonymity in the Supreme Court of British Columbia be successful and Canada move towards operating a gamete donation service that is dependent on donors who are not only altruistic but also willing to be identifiable to their offspring.
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